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EDITORIAL
After sone discussion the Executive Board of IASA has decided to change the
A4 format of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN into

B5. This issue is the first re-

sult of that change. Discussion was inevitable because the Board felt that
sone members night find the alteration to a smaller size would cause inconvience. However, it was also felt that the new format in the first place
provides a more handy journal, both for libraries and for individual readers.
The present issue opens with the minutes of the General Assembly which was
held during two sessions at the Annual Meeting of IASA in Mainz, September
1977. They bear witness to the activities undertaken by the Association's
Board and Commissions during the past year. They also contain a list of
projects for the 1977/1978 season and are followed by a short summary of the
preliminary programme for the forthcoming Annual Heeting in Lisbon, 23 - 28
July 1978.
One of the highlights of the Hainz Conference was the Centenary Celebration,
dedicated to the Edison phonograph which was the first machine of its kind
to be industrially produced. In the last issue of the PHONOGRAPHIC BULLETIN
Dr Peter-Hans Kylstra of Utrecht University wrote abouu the early use of
Edison's phonograph for scientific research. In a second article at the
occasion of the Centenary Dr Kylstra now goes into the early development
of the telephone and phonetiC research with the help of this instrument in
and around 1877.
The cradles of the phonograph and the telephone stood - as Dr Kylstra points
out - side by side in the nursery of the fast expanding nineteenth century
co~~unication

media. We may add that phonetic research undertaken with the

help of both instruments has helped a great deal to further the technology
of sound and sound recording.
Dr Kylstra's artie 1

is preceded by the text of the paper presented by me

as an introduction to the Edison Centenary Celebration in

~1ainz.

In the next

issue a survey will be published of the main contribution to that session by
Wilfried Zahn of the Deutsches Rundfunkarchiv in Frankfurt/Hain.
Apart from several contributions by members of the Association the present
issue contains an important conmunication from the Technical Committee concerning a standard for tape exchange between sound archives.
The Editor welcomes relevant parts of annual reports as well as communications
about new developments, acquisitions, equipment and other news from sound
archives throughout the world.

Dr Rolf Schuursma, Editor
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IN MEMORY OF DR HAROLD SPIVACKE

Harold Spivacke, retired Chief of the Music Division of the Library of Congress,
died on Monday, May 9, 1977, after a brief illness. His career since 1934 as
assistant Chief and Chief of the Music Division has been a rare example of
librarianship. He succeeded in acquiring enormous amounts of manuscripts, literature, recordings and any other musical subject for the Library, also arranging for Library's concert series, and many other activities related to music.
Harold spivacke was well known internationally. Thus we met him in the International Association of Music Libraries and IASA - energetic, full of ideas
and most amiable companion at the many conferences he attended. Many amongst
us will remember the paper entitled "Broadcasting Sound Archives and Scholarly Research" which he presented at the combined Session of the IAML Record
Library Commission and IASA during the Bologna conference in 1972: a lucid
and well-considered argumentation in favour of a code of practice agreed upon
by international organisations like IASA, IM1L and the European Broadcasting
Union. The paper was printed in the Phonographic Bulletin No.7, July, 1973,
and has served thereafter as a starting point for discussion between IASA
and the EBU.
Dr. Spivacke will no longer attend rASA and IAML conferences, but we can assure
Mrs. Spivacke that the memory of her late husband will stay very much alive in
the international circle of sound archives united in IASA and IM1L's Record
Library Commission.

Rolf Schuursma
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annual meeting of iasa mainz,september 1977
rmJUTES

OF THE GENERAL ASSD1BLY, PARI' 1 (12 September)

(1) President's Opening Address
The President welcomed delegates to the 9th Annual Conference of IASA, which he declared
open. In his opening address Dr. Schliller announced that IASA had been admitted into
Category C (Hutual Information Relationship) of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation. The President stressed the importance of this affiliation in establishing IASA as the premier international bcx:1y representing sound archives, and expressed the hope that it would lead to increased membership of the Association particularly by sound archives in Africa, Eastern Europe and Latin America.
The Hinutes of the Bergen Conference published in issue number 16 of the Phonographic
Bulletin were accepted by Conference as an accurate record.
Dr. Schuller next asked the officers of IASA to present their reports on the work of
the Association throughout the preceding year.
(2) secretary's Report
The Secretary first

~ounced

various amendments to and gave additional information

about the Mainz programme. He apologised to members for the cancellation of one of the
joint Record Libraries Commission-IASA meetings on the preservation of sound recordings,
and explained that this was due mainly to the unfortunate illness of the Chairman of
the RLC. The Secretary welcomed the attendance of Dr. Alice Moyle (Institute of Aboriginal Studies) as the first Australian delegate to attend conference since 1974, and
introduced Professor John MacQueen (School of Scottish Studies) as the next Chairman
of the UK Branch of IASA .
The Secretary then described the general developments in IASA's work which had taken
place during the preceding year.
(i)

In organising the Mainz conference, the Secretary was able fo report that more
sessions of the IASA-IAML conference pertaining to sound recordings had been
prepared than ever before.

(ii)

The work of the Executive Board between conferences had included a two day
Board rreeting in London.

(iii)

The application for UNESCO membership, as already reported by the President, had
been approved and it was hoped that a Category B affiliation could be obtained
within a few years.

(iv)

Three issues of the Association's journal, the Phonographic Bulletin, had been
published during the year.

(v)

-4A questionnaire was prepared and circulated to all members earlier in the year,
responses to which would provide the basis for a printed Directory of IASA memr
ber archives.

(vi)

IASA national branch meetings had been held in Austria, the Netherlands and the
United Kingdan.

(vii)

Reports on the work of IASA's committees would be made by the Chairmen later in
the conference programme.

(viii) A review of IASA's Constitution and By-Laws had been made by Leo La Clare. It
was hoped that the results of this work would be published in 1978, for ccmrent
and vote by the membership.
The dates (23-28 July inclusive) of the 1978 Conference in Lisbon were announced.
(3) Treasurer's Report for the Period 1 August 1976 to 31 July 1977
(i)

Revenues
r~rship

fees for 1976 and 1977

Received in Ottawa as of 29 July 1977
Received in Utrecht as of 29 July 1977

3,339.57
49.77

Sale of Phonographic Bulletin back issues
and 1977 subscriptions
Interest
Total
(ii)

298.00
11.23
Can.$ 3,698.57

Expenditures
Deficit to SFW for IASA pamphlet, stationery
and Phonoqraphic Bulletin No 15

1,365.28

Printing of invoices and membership
application forms

67.22

Printing and postage of Phonographic Bulletin
Nos 16 and 17
Banking charges

(iii)

770.93
6.36

Total

Can.$ 2,209.79

Surplus

Can.$ 1,488.78

(in Ottawa as of 29 July 1977 = Can.$ 1,437.64
(in Utrecht as of 16 June 1977= 118.94 guilders
or Can.$ 51.14)
(iv)

The Treasurer reminded members that last year at this time it was his duty to
report a deficit of $ 1,365.28 Canadian on IASA's 1975-76 operations. This year
the situation was completely reversed since, as of 31 July 1977, IASA has a
surplus of $ 1,488.78 Canadian. The Association has eliminated its deficit and
built up a temporary surplus largely through raising membership fees in 1977,
\vhile at the same time retaining the vast majority of 1976 paid-up members and
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even addina several npw rnemhP.rs in 1'177. Thus. on 17 August 1'176. a total of
] 47 paid-up members were reported. but

13 members paid up before the end of

1976 so IASA closed the year with a total of 160 paid-up members (89 institutional, 72 individual and 1 complimentary institutional membership) as compared
to the total of 154 reported for 1975. So far in 1977 only 6 membership cancellations have been received (2 individuals and 4 institutions, two of the latter
having taken only subscriptions to the PhOnographic Bulletin), while the curator
of one institution transferred to an individual membership. But IASA has recruited 22 new members (13 institutional and 9 individual) for a total membership, as of 31 July 1977, of 176 members (97 institutional and 79 individual),
plus 1 complimentary institutional memberShip to IAML. The sale of back issues
of the Phonographic Bulletin to new and renewed

~IDers

as well as to interested

parties, in addition to the sale of 3 annual subscriptions, are of course
further important sources of revenue.
Besides increasing our revenues the Treasurer reported that we have also attempted to control expenditure despite rising costs brought on by inflation. Thus
IASA has not engaged in any new projects involving large expenditures, and the
Executive Eoard has been asked to "tighten the belt" on expenditures for nonnal
operations. Mr.

La

Clare CCKITrended the Editor, especially, for valiantly endu-

ring the Treasurer's admonitions about limiting costs for the printing and mailing of the PhOnographic Bulletin.
Before members were tempted to ask for a reduction in fees due to the surplus
being reported, the Treasurer reminded them that this is only a temporary surplus. There are still two 1977 issues of the PhonographiC Bulletin which will
take up most, if not all of the surplus . These issues will be more costly than
previous ones because the typing of the camera-ready copy must be done on contract, the SFW no longer being able te delegate this work to one of its staff.
However, these additional costs may be slightly counterbalanced by less costly
printing processes which are being investigated.
The Treasurer asked that, during the remainder of 1977, members should assist
in recruiting new individuals and institutions whose memberships would became
effective in 1978. The additional revenue to be derived fram new memberships,
including sustaining memberships, would allow IASA to provide new services to
its members, such as publishing a directory of members including a brief description of their collections.
Clare concluded by thanking members for their continuing support; the
Executive Board for close cooperation; and Phita Stern of the SFW along with

Mr . La

Lorraine Geddes of PAC who help the Treasurer keep track of expenditures and
revenues in Utrecht and Ottawa.

-6(4) Editor's Rep?rt on the Phonographic Bulletin,
(il

August 1976 t o

1

Septerrber 1977

Issues
The Editor reported tilat tllree issues of the Bulletin had been published during
the 1976-1977 season. The therratic principle, introduced during the preceding
year was continued. The themes were mainly based on the subjects of the sessions
of the Annual Meeting in Bergen, August 1976. This conference provided a wealth
of papers suitable for publication, but it is still difficult to get articles
fran other sources. The themes subsequently introduced were:
a. Scandinavian and Finnish Sound Archives - A Panorama

(No 16)

b. National Sound Archives, National Audiovisual Archives,
or Specialised Archives

(No 16)

c . The Centenary of the Phonograph

(No

17)

d. The Practice and Problems of Access to Sound Archives

(No

17)

e. Technical Problems

(No 18)

Two

contributors to the Centenary theme (which was not connected with the Bergen

meeting) were not able to meet the deadline for number 18, issued in July 1977.
Their articles will appear in the December 1977 issue (number 19).
The technical theme was covered by one paper, read during the Bergen conference,
and two reprints frem the HASF and flU industries. The issue was prepared and
edited by DEtrich Schuller, Technical Editor of the Bulletin and Chairman of
IASA's Technical Carmi ttee.
(ii)

Plans for 1977-1978
The Annual Meeting in Mainz will again provide a series of papers about several
themes for publication in the Bulletin. The Editor felt that the traditional
practice in connection with such papers must be continued during the next year.
Host rrembers of IASA do not attend the annual conferences. Many of them will
nevertheless want to read the contributions delivered during the meetings and
those who participated need their publication in the Bulletin for reference
purposes.
The Editor planned to print an English version of the article by Dr Gerhard
Jagschitz and Dr Rainer Hubert entitled "Zur Methodik historischer Tondokumentation" (On the methodology of historical documentation in sound), published
in Des Schallarchiv.
Provided permission for publication is given the next three issues will contain
contributions in connection with the follOWing conference sessions:
a. Sound Archives in the Federal RepubliC of Germany
b. Ethnomusical Sound Archives
c. The Edison Centenary.
The last theme will be the main subject of the December 1977 issue (number 19)
which is scheduled to appear in time for the Edison celebrations on Christmas
Eve. In addition to confe rence papers it will also contain contributions by
Dr Peter-Hans Kylstra fran the Netherlands and r-1r B Maxwell from Great. Britain.
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The other two themes will appe.ar in the following DtJO issues. Next t.o the
therratic articles several, i f not all, contributions to the Open Session will
be publisbed in the next three issues.

The

Edit~r

and the Technical Editor are planning another technical issue of the

Bulletin for publication during 1977-1978. In 1976 plans had been made for an
issue of the Bulletin on Oral Hist.ory. The preparation of this issue is the
"work of David Lance, who has, however, in fact written a rronograph entitled
"Oral Hist.ory Practice". This rronograph will be used as a special IASA publication alongside the Bulletin, probably being the beginning of a series of such
publications.
(iii)

Call for papers
The Editor observed he had never been in the unfortunate situation that articles and other contributions were entirely lacking and particularly the last
few issues have been prepared without pressure as a result of miscalculated
deadlines, unwilling authors or poor texts (pressures which are usually the
cause of much unhappiness amongst edit.ors) .
Dr Schuur sma added that things would have been different without the constant
flow of papers fran the Annual Meeting. Taking int.o account that IASA is not
able t.o pay for contributions to the Bulletin, and that the circulation of
the Bulletin is t.oo small readily to attract ambitious authors, the help of
tl1e members of our Association is needed to keep the Editor supplied with
articles, reports, communications and announcements. In fact far t.oo few such
texts have been received. Another call for oontributions will be made in the
next issue of the Bulletin.
Speaking from the floor, Dietrich Lotichius asked for the President's article
fran Das Schallarchiv to be reprinted in the Bulletin. The President gave his
agreement t.o allow this.

( 5) Conmi ttee Reports
(i)

Copyright Conmittee: The Chairman (Robert Ternisien) gave a brief report and
undertook to make a fuller statement in the General Assembly, Part II.

(ii)

Cataloguing Committee: The President invited suitably qualified members t.o
join this new corrmi ttee, the canp:lsi tion of which would be announced in the
General Assembly, Part II.

(iii)

Technical Committee: The Chairman (Dietrich SchUller) made the follOWing
report:
a. Exchange Tape Standard: The standard for the exchange of tapes between
archives as proposed during the Bergen Conference, was published in Phonographic Bulletin number 16 with a call for comments. Only a few have been
received, of which only one carne fran outside the IASA Board. These comments
have been published in Phonographic Bulletin number 18. The Technical Committee will have a final discussion about this standard and in all probability
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adopt it. It is the Chairman's intention to rewrite the conrnents (hopefully
with Lloyd Stickells' help) and to publish it in the ne.xt Phonographic Bulletin.
Same offprints of this standard for separate use may also be produced.
b. Edison Centenary Celebration: Efforts have been made by the Chairman to make
the Edison Centenary Celebration a canparison between vari.ous rrethcds of
cylinder reprcduction. In all probability this aim has failed since, at the
tiIre this report was prepared (Thursday 8th September), it was not even known
whether Robert B CaTI1eal from the Library of Congress would be present in Mainz.
Thanks to the efforts of Wilfried Zahn, who will give a ITDre detailed insight
into Edison reproduction problems, this session hopefully will still be an
interesting one.
c. Further plans:
The Technical Committee will, in its closed session, discuss how a survey of
rrethods concerning the reprcduction of historical sound carriers in general
can be made.
Preparations have also beenrnade towards a common agreement for an inteTI1ational test of tape suitable for archival purposes.
The Technical Committee will discuss at an early date the preparation of a
technical manual for sound archivists.
With reference to the Cataloguing Committee, Gerald Gibson suggested that IASA should
at the same tiIre affiliate with the International Federation of Library Associations
IFLA. The president replied that it was necessary first for the Association to establish its awn committee through which it oould communicate with IFLA on a professional
level.
(6) Constitutional Reviev.l
At the invitation of the President, the Treasurer explained briefly that the reviev.l
was being undertaken mainly to reshape the Constitution and By-Laws, so that they would
be

ITDre appropriate to IASA's present day needs. He pointed out that the statutes of the

Association had been formulated at the tirre IASA was first established and that the
Association had subsequently developed sorrewhat differently than had been anticipated
by its founders.
(7) National Branch Reports
(i)

Austrian Branch: Dietrich Schuller reported that the "L>sterreichische Arbeitsgerreinschaft ftir Schallarchive" (AGL>S) , was officially established on October
15th 1976. Dietrich Schuller serves as Chairman, Gerhard Jagschitz as Secretary,
Rainer Hubert as Editor of the jouTI1al, Das Schallarchiv.
The AGL>S includes 13 institutional and 7 personal members. Unfortunately it has
not been possible to increase the number of Austrian IASA members beyond three
institutional members.

-9AC~S, therefore, at this point cannot be regarded fully as an Austrian National

Branch of lASA. While it may never be possible to get all A(JJS nanbers into IASA,
at least. 50% should eventually jOin.
The AcJjS hOlNever has had several rreetings which were mainly devoted to fonnulating a COImon p:::>licy for negotiating with the appropriate Austrian fund awarding bodies and with Austrian Radio (ORF). The greatest success has been a contract with the ORF which enables A(JJS to obtain materials which would otherwise
be erased in the Radio archives.

A(JJS has delegates in various consulting committees: the Austrian National Branch
of UNISIST, AV Working Group; UNISIST Copyright Group; AV Material Cataloguing
Group. A(JJS plans to act as a publisher for audio materials on cassettes and discs
of selected holdings of the member archives.
The final goal is the establishment of an Austrian audio archive group with a
minimum of primary archives and a maximum of distributing institutions (such as
universities, museums, public lending libraries, etc.) A feasibility study will
be started later this year including considerations of the use of studio cassette

systems for direct handling by the user at the distributing institution.
(ii)

Netherlands Branch: Rolf Schuur sma sumnarised the activities of the Netherlands
Branch, details of which are also published in the Phonographic Bulletin (issue
number 18).

(iii)

UK National Branch: David Lance reported on develor:rnents in the UK, which had
also been published in issue number 18 of the Bulletin.
The Secretary commented on the differing patterns of development in the three
countries where national branches had so far been established. He observed that
there were still too few national branches for co-ordination or comparison of their
activities to be useful, and urged nanbers in countries where it was feasible to
set new branches up. The Secretary suggested that, in the German Federal Republic,
the large numbers of unco-ordinated sound archives might usefully draw together
through the medium of a national branch. For those countries in which there were
insufficient sound archives to warrant a national branch, the Secretary invited
to contact him any members who would be willing to act as a national representative for IASA (for further information about national representatives see issue
number 18 of the Bulletin). An additional report on Austrian activities was made
by Dr. Rainer Hubert (Editor, Das Schallarchiv) .

(8) Publications
(i)

Directory of IASA Member Archives: Ann Briegleb reported that on June 1, 1977,
approximately 200 questionnaires were mailed to IASA members, both individual
and institutional.
Of

~~e

As

of September 2, 1977, only 60 replies had been received.

replies received some indiVidual members stated that they did not own per-

sonal archives or were not connected with an institutional archive (or were retired) .

-10Sane institutional ill2Il1bers replied that they were very new and just in t.he
process of getting organised, but unfortunately had nothing to report as yet.
The TIDst difficult question concerned reporting the collection content in hours;
sane replies seemed to ignore this request and reported number of items or tapes,
etc. Many did not wish to report the total number of hours. Some archives did not
have the appropriate statistics available and simply wrote "no figures available".
Attempts will be made during the Mainz meeting to contact those ill2Il1bers who are
attending the conference but who have not answered the questionnaire. It was
hoped to have as representative a group reporting as is possible for the final
gathering of the information.
Mrs Briegleb raised various questions about the format of the Directory. Will
it be organised by country as is the membership list? Will individual and institutions be mixed together? What will be done with incomplete information? She concluded that the currentness of the information is important and, therefore, the
Directory should be published as soon as possible.
Dietrich Lotichius reminded Mrs Briegleb of the already existing EBU Directory
of radio archives and repeated his suggestion (first made at the Bergen conference)
that - provided the EBU gave its approval - it was sensible for IASA to use the
information which was already available. He also said he thought it unlikely that
many radio archives would complete the IASA questionnaire. Mrs Briegleb replied
that, while the EBU publication might be a useful reference source, she hoped radio
archives would participate fully in the IASA survey of member archives.
(ii)

Survey of Parliamentary Recordings: David Lance reported on behalf of Timothy
Eckersley that the purpose of this preliminary enquiry was to give the Board evidence on which to decide whether the time expense involved in a comprehensive survey to include as many countries as possible - not only those represented in IASA
membership - is justified.
a. SURVEY

Questionnaires were sent to IASA members representing 19 countries. Replies
were received from Austria, Belgium, Canada, Finland, Hungary, Iran, Israel,
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, UK, USA, W Germany

14

b. ANALYSIS OF REPLIES
Question 1

"Al:e debates or other proceedings in Parliament
(or equivalent Legislative Assembly) recorded in
sound in your country?"

YES:

Canada, Finland, Hungary, Israel, Nether lands, Norway,
Spain, SWeden, W Germany
9
Recording to begin in the near future Austria, UK.

2

NO:

Iran, USA.

2

INFORMATION AWAITED:

Belgium.
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"If the answer is YES to Question 1 are these sound

Question 2

recordings permanently preserved (in whole or in part)?"
YES (in whole) :

Austria (soon), Canada, Finland, UK (soon), \v Germany.

YES (in part) :

Hungary, Norway, Spain, Sweden.

NO:

Israel, Netherlands.

c. CCMMENI'

The response to questions 1 and 2 seem sufficiently encouraging to justify
proceeding with the comprehensive questionnaire. It does not seem necessary to
send reminders to

~~e

five members who did not respond to the questionnaire.

Mr Eckersley recommended that, subject to the Board's approval, a more camprehensive sUIVey should now be undertaken. He offered to continue with this
project if Leo

La

Clare could give him further support. The next phase would

involve preparing a more detailed series of questions. To obtain information
about the recordings of parliamentary proceedings in countries where IASA did
not have members, the collaboration of the Inter-Parliamentary Union'would be
needed.
(9)

The President thanked members for attending the business meeting and closed the General
Assembly, Part I.
HINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, PARI' II (16 September}

( 1)

Caani ttee Repxts
(il

Cataloguing Committee
The President announced the successful formation of a Cataloguing Camuttee which,
ini tially, would be composed of the following members:
Chairwoman: Ann Briegleb (University of California)
Members

Garrett Bowles (Stanford University)
Anne Eugene (Phonotheque Nationale)
Roger Smither (Imperial War Museum)

Dr Schuller invited Mrs Briegleb to address conference. She explained that the new
Committee had not met formally to discuss its programme, but that initially it was
likely to focus its attention on IFLA's ISBD for non-book materials and to assess
its suitability for sound archives.
(ii)

Copyright Committee
The Chairman (Robert Ternisien) reported that two new members had joined his Canmittee; namely Marie-France Calas (Phonotheque Nationale) and Derek Lewis (BBC).
The Copyright Committee had held two meetings during the week, at which its programme had been defined in greater detail. -(Continuation on p.

I".)

)

-12(iii)

Technical Carmi ttee
The Chai:rnan (Dietrich SchLUler) announced

that his Camli ttee had decidE.'Cl to adopt

the general standard for exchange tapes between research sound archives, a s published
in issue number 16 of the Phonographic Bulletin. The agreed standard, with some
modifications, would be published in the next issue of tlle Bulletin.
Dr Schuller was asked by Tor Kt.lITm2n vvhether thi.s standard was being recamlEnded
for adoptlon by all archives or vvhether it was merely an academic exercise; he was
also asked whether he expected radio archives - which already had agreed professional standards - to adopt the Committee's proposals.
Dr Schuller replied that the Committee was proposing a standard vvhich it felt to
be appropriate and that it was a matter of choice by research sound archives vvhet-

her they adopted it or not. As regards the radio archives, he observed that EBU
recamlEndations were higher than the standard formulated by the Technical Committee and therefore radio archive tapes should always be acceptable to research
sound archives.
The Carmittee had also discussed the methods which might be used for testing
whether tapes were suitable for long tenn storage. Tapes would be circulated during the forthcoming year for testing by selected archives and the results collected VJOuld be presented to members in the Cammittee's open session at Lisbon.
(2)

Publications
(i)

Directory of IASA Member Archives
Ann

Briegleb infol:Tred members of the Board's decision to publish the Directory

during 1978. She would be sending out reminders, to members vvho had not answered
her original letter shortly after the Mainz meeting. The closing date for replies
was the 31st December 1977.
(ii)

Parliamentary Survey
The President announced that the Board had. agreed to accept Timothy Eckersley's
proposal that IASA should undertake a comprehensive survey of parliamentary recordings. This work would now be pressed forward and it was hoped to publish the results in the Bulletin at the end of 1978.

(3)

Lisbon Conference, July 1978
The Secretary presented the outline programme for IASA's conference in Lisbon (this
programme is printed in full at the end of the General Assembly II minutes) .
John MacQueen drew attention to the lack of folk life sound archives in IASA's membership and expressed the hope that the VJOrk of such archives might be included in a future
IASA conference. The President agreed that this was a deficiency in the composition of
IASA and asked Professor t1acQueen to invite his colleagues in the folk life field to join
the Association. The Secretary expressed the hope that Professor MacQueen would himself
offer a paper for the Lisbon conference.

-13Tonko Tonkes offered to prepare compact cassettes and unisette cassettes, recorded under
identical

conditions, for playback and comparison at Lisbon. His offer was accepted.

Frank Gillis asked how conference venues were at present decided and whether ordinary
r~IDers

of IASA could in any way influence the choice of locations. The President ex-

plained that, so far, venues had always been selected by ~iL in the light of the offers
which were available from national branches to host the jOint conference.
Dietrich Lotichius asked whether IASA had ever offered to prepare the joint conference.
The President replied that he had tried to have the conference in Vienna in 1979, but that
he had been unable to achieve this owing to lack of support in Austria.
Dr Schuller acknowledged that no firm offers had been made by IASA to take responsibility
for organising a jOint annual conference.
(4)

Any Other Business
(i)

Jerome Weber suggested that there was a need for regular bibliographies of current publications to be reproduced in the Bulletin and that there were many articles published in other journals which might be usefully reprinted by IASA. This
suggestion was accepted in principle but the means to realise it could not be seen.
The Secretary asked for volunteers to carry out bibliographic work for IASA on a
regular basis.

(ii)

Dietrich Lotichius suggested that appropriate articles in FONTES should be referenced in the Bulletin.

(iii)

Gerald Gibson offered the discographic standard which had been drawn up by the
Record Libraries Commission of IAML for reprinting in the Bulletin.

(iv)

The Treasurer invited IT¥2ffibers present at Mainz to pay their 1978 subscriptions at
the end of the General Assembly II and any non-rrembers present to join the Association.

(v)

Dietrich Lotichius asked whether, in view of Rolf Schuursma's retirement in 1978,
a new candidate had been found to take over the editorship of the Bulletin. The
President explained the procedures for electing the Executive Board and said
that a full slate would be published in the Bulletin and voted on at Lisbon.

(vi)

IAML-IASA Relationship
Toni Sj¢rup asked the President to explain the respective interests of IASA and
~1L in the field of sound records and to identify where their responsibilities
began and ended. The President briefly described the history of IASA and its special relationship with IAML, as he understood it. He explained that there were no
agreed terms of reference for the two associations in the field of sound archives,
but that as long as they continued to meet together the lack of definitions need
not be a practical problem. Dr Schuller added that, as IASA's conference prograrnr
mes became more comprehensive and thereby resulted in more sessions, he oould not
rule out the nossibility that sessions of interest to sound archivists orovided
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by the two associations would dash. Since, however, the two organisations did
have several distinct differences of 6nphasis, institutions which were members of
both IASA and IAML ITBy have to accomrodate this in the future by sending tvvo representatives to the jOint conference.
(vii)

The President thanked the organising Comnitt.ee of IM1L and Ulf Scharlau (rASA's
representative) for their work in preparing the r1ainz conference. He also thanked
L~ose

who spoke in IASA's sessions for their contributions and all delegates for

their attendance and interest. He reminded

~rs

that the effectiveness and de-

velopment of IASA in future depended on their active support, and stressed that
the projects and programnes of the Association would only be as V>JOrthwhile as the
mP.mbership as a ItJhole ITBde them. The President then declared the General Assembly
II and IASA's 1977 Conference closed and looked forward to meeting colleagues

again at Lisbon.

IASA OOTLINE PR(X:;IW1ME LISBON 1978, 23-28 JULy
1.

Surnnary Programrre Reguirements
(i)

Four professional sessions

(ii)

Two General Assemblies

(iii)

Three open comnittee rreetings (not overlapping)

(iv)

Three closed committee meetings (simultaneously scheduled)

(v)

Three Executive Board meetings

(vi)

One Joint IASA-RLC session

(vii)

IASA Social Evening

Two Board rreetings will be held, as is customary, immediately before and after the Confe-

rence. IASA will therefore have a total of 14 working sessions between Monday and Friday.
Three sessions (closed committee meetings) may be scheduled to run simultaneously; the
remaining II shall not overlap.
2.

A draft Programme
Sunday

Board Meeting

Monday

General Assembly I
Professional Session
Ccmnittee Meeting (open)

Tuesday

Professional Session
Conmittee Meeting (open)
Social Evening

Wednesday

Professional Session
Committee Meeting (open)

Thursday

Professional Session
Three Committee Meetings (closed)

Friday

Board Meeting
General Assembly II
Joint Il'-Sl\-l{LC ~1eeting

-15PDard Meeting

Saturday
3.

working Sessions Approved by the Executive Board of IASA
Excluding routine Board meetings and General Assemblies, the following sessions have
been fO:rJ11all y agreed:
(i)

Professional Sessions
a.

Sound archives in Western Mediterranean countries

b.

The international sound archives ITOvement - its history, present state and future
prospects.

(ii)
a.

Committee Meetings
Open session of the Cataloguing Committee

b.

Copyright Carmi ttee

c.

Technical Committee

d.
(iii)

Three closed meetings of IASA working committees.
Joint Session with RLC
Uses of sound archive collections: patterns and new trends in the application and
dissemination of sound archive materials (e.g. education, broadcasting, publishing,
public reference and borrowing, scholarly research, etc., etc.).

4.

Working Sessions to be Finalised
Two of IASA's professional sessions will be left open, awaiting reactions to the appeal

for papers from members published in the PhonographiC Bulletin (Issue 18). Final decisions will be taken at the Board Meeting scheduled for the 19-20th January 1978.
Copyright Caamttee Repvrt (cant.)
After discussions during the working sessions, the decision was taken to work on the following matters:
1) To define what "copyright" means in each carr.littee member's country from the legislative
pvint of view with an official legal opinion and also fran the institutions' point of view.
The Committee feels that serious differences can aprear.
2) To make a survey of national copyright laws to deteLQine how one can make use of recorded
sound from:
- CODmercial recordings
- archival recordings
- audio-visual materials
which contains
3) To nake the

drar~1a,

s~

spoken word, light or serious music and theatre.

survey to find out what is fO:rJ11ally forbidden.

4) To investigate the legal obligations with respect to the collective agreements with perforrilers, musicians, actors, etc., and all other kinds of nartici!'ill1ts.
5)

~o

obtain as wuch information as possible about all types of contracts which are established

between institutions and other bodies for obtaining same or all rights from the copyright or
his respresentative.
6) As the Caw.nttee is ITOst concerned with the !,roblems of mechanical rights renroduction, it
has decided to pay a special attention on this natter.

-16Every member of the Committee should complete his study before the end of
January 1978 and send it to Robert Ternisien for distribution to the other
members of the Committee and to permit to make one first general summary of
all those studies to try to delimit the problems it is concerned with.

ERRATUM
In G.A. Knight's article "Factors Relating to Long Term Storage of Magnetic
Tape", published in Phonographic Bulletin 18, an error has to be corrected.
The error, which was perpetuated unnoticed from the first draft of Appendix
"A", is in the conversion to modern 81 units from the older, but still very
commonly used, CGS system.
It concerns only Figures AI, A3 and A4 and consists of ommission of a zero
from the conversion for magnetic field strength in A/m.
These should read 8.000 - 16.000 - 24.000 and 32.000. The figures in the
main text are correct.
Author and Technical Editor apologise.
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the phonograph 1877-1977
THE vWRLD IN HHICH THE PHONOGRAPH WAS BORN
ROLF SCHUURSMA
FOUNDATION FOR FILM AND SCIENCE SFW, UTRECHT.
According to the li s t of historical facts in the Encyclopedia of World History by the American historian William Langer the year 1877 gave birth to a
strange combination of inventions and discoveries. To name only three: Giovanni Schiaparelli observed the canals on the planet Mars, Sir Francis Galton developed the theory of regression, one of the major statistical tools of modern
social sciences, and Gustave de Laval, the Swedish inventor, produced the centrifugal cream separator. According to this list 1877 was also the year in which
one of the Universities of Detroit was founded and in which Rutherford B. Hayes,
after some confusion about the result of the 1876 election, became the 19th President of the United States.
In 1877 Russia declared war on the Ottoman Empire to get control over the straits
between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean and the British Government annexed
the South-African Republic of the Boers in Transvaal, while Queen Victoria was
proclaimed Empress of India in New Delhi.
He may enlarge Mr. Langer's list a little bit by adding that in 1877 the German
industrialist Karl Siemens read a paper in London on the advantages and disadvantages of the transport of electricity over great distances by means of alternating or direct current, while the Boston "Globe" received a news communication over the telephone, which was the beginning of an extensive exchange of
press information via that channel.
Facts like these, however interesting, seldom have a clear meaning. One is
sometimes able to detect developments and structures from them, but, in most
cases lists of years and other dates don't lead to the understanding of history.
Facts stick together like grains of sand. They need explanation and interpretation in order to reveal the picture we are looking at. Like other years 1877
is one great addition sum of happenings which only after careful study, prove
to have some connection with other happenings and facts.
Edison's application for a patent to cover the Phonograph or talking machine
or sound writer as it was called, dating from Christmas Eve 1877 ~) was just
another of those grains of sand, but according to our present feeling an important one because it gave birth to new developments leading for instance to an
enormous production of phonographs and gramophones, a vast gramophone record
industry with its great influence in the

wor~of

music and the rise of a group

of sound archives, some of which are represented here to celebrate Edison's
inventio n .
Into what kind of world was the phonograDh born?

-18The facts of Edis on 's personal life are we ll known. Thomas Alva Edison was born
i n 1847 in Milan, Ohio, his father being a manufacturer o f bu ilding mater i als.
According to his teacher at his eleme n ta r y school, you ng Thomas seemed t o b e a
somewhat vagu e and not very intellige nt child. His mother kn e w better,

took

him away from the school and apparently with great succ es s taught him herself.
At twelve years of age he worked as th e legendary paper-bo y on th e train wh ich
a l s o carried his fir s t laboratory. As soon as something went wrong in the traveling workshop Thomas was dismissed. At fifteen y e ars of age he start e d a career as telegraphist - in those days something like the writer in the ancient
wor ld: a pract; ioner of a new and adventurous art known only to few people. This
l e d him to a series of inventions in the field of communication and these again
brought in enough money to start a factory of electrical equipment in Newark,
New Jersey.
Only six years later, in 1876, Edison sold the factory to start a laboratory
in Menlo Park, New Jersey, for industrial research. By attracting a st a ff of
t al ented people and by installing the best instruments he c o uld get, he was
able to invent new things and perhaps even more to develop what had been invented but not completed by others.
In Menlo Park Edison, then thirty

years of age, produced the Phonograph.

Only one year later he made the first electrically powered incandescent lamp
which was the beginning of a revolution in the homes of millions of people
throughout the world. The construction in 1882 of a power station in New York,
big enough to supply a small part of the town with electricity, did much to
establish his fame.
Only a few decades ago electricity had been a plaything of the happy few.
Electrical machnines had served their purpose as toys in wealthy and enlightened families of the 18th century but now, next to oil from the fields in the
middle west, electricity started its career as a foremost source of energy.
Edison became a symbol for the wonders it made possible.
In 1889 he established a Company which produced several kinds of electrical
equipment and which later on became the powerful General Electric Company.
Notwithstanding the fact that he was a rich man by now, Edison and members of
his staff like Kennedy Dickson went on inventing all sorts of equipment, like
the nickel-hydroxide accumulator, the first electromobile, the so called Edison effect which lead up to the radio tube, the first film camera, a film projector and a system for the synchronization of moving pictures and sound.
After these inventions the thoroughly studied various raw materials and methods
of exploiting them. He died in 1931, more than 80 yea rs old and one of the best
known constructors of the technology of modern times.
h'hat made Edison "modern" was not the f a ct that he had b e en more prolific
than other inventors. He succeeded in linking up with the industrial developme nt s o f his a ge , whi c h grew faster t han any body coul d ha ve imagined and which
p ro v id ed endl e ss p ossibilities, a s i t seemed, to ma ke us e o f t h e produ cts of

-19the mind of people like Edison.
1877 was only twelve years after the end of the Civil War, which from 1861
till 1865 had afflicted the United States. The War did little to end the misery of the black people in the South but did much to stimulate the growth of
industry and commerce in the North, while at the same time

ushering~

the last

phase of the drive for the West which is so deeply connected with the idea of
the Frontier.
During the years after the end of the Civil War an enormous expansion of railways took place, parallel with the construction of a network of telegraph lines
as a new means of fast and secure communication. In the same period huge business empires came into existence. People like John D. Rockefeller and Andrew
Carnegie showed that capitalism had not so much to do with the principle of
free and fair competition as with the most awful methods of monopoly and destruction.

"The gilded age" as the period was called, was the age of ruthless

captains of industry, of unscrupulous financiers and of gentlemen's agreements
on prices and production rates which had little or nothing to do with .gentlemanly behaviour.
The period after the Civil War, however, brought about the first evidence of
scientific management and of the cost-profit analysis. Together with the daring, adventurous and highly individual frontier spirit it was the beginning
of a gigantic industrial and commercial collectivism, controlled by only a
few families. The same developments took place in parts of Western Europe and
even in Russia the first signs of this highly developed form of capitalism
were to be seen. Particularly in Germany after the Franco-Prussian war of
1870 -

1871 an enormous growth of industry and commerce occurred, iD many res-

pects comparable with the American experience.
The accumulation of wealth and power in a few families,

the transition of

small scale agricultural societies into highly centralized

and very compli-

cated industrial states with great masses of underdeveloped, alienated and unskilled workers and their families in ever growing slum suburbs, together formed
the negative effect of the excessive growth of business.
At the same time, however, mass production meant the production of enormous aIJOunts of standardized goods at low cost. The development of great monopolized
and efficient production units also meant a steady growth of the national income and a slow but steady distribution of better family incomes and better
social conditions. These were undoubtedly the positive effects of the explosive expansion of the American world of big business.
Inventors like Edison could not exist any longer outside those developments.
In the Ancient World and during the Middle Ages inventions had been part of a
kind of intellectual playground without much direct effects except in warfare
and in the mystical study of alchemy. The creative technical minds of the latter
part of the nineteenth century, however, had to become involved in the process

-20o f indu strial development in order to make their ideas aolicabl e

for mass pro-

duction and thus for profit. Outside tha t process inventions were u seles s because of their non-commercial charact e r.
Edison became active at an early phase of that evolution. At the same time he
was so much of an entrepeneur that he could still follow his own course. Instead of becoming one of the many engineers in the l a boratory of a great industrial firm he remained independent and became a rich man when othe r inventors
didn't earn more than a few pennies .
By establishing his own industrial laboratory one year before the Phonograph
was born he opened up new methods of scientific management and at the same time
succeeded in creating a firm base for his relatively small but highly successful entrepreneurial activities.
His products ranging from the Edison accumulator to the filmprojector were designed and developed for industrial mass production. Everywhere in the world
his inventions became available at relative low cost and in enough quantity to
penetrate even into the homes of millions of low paid workers.
His higly effective use of electriCity made him the starting point of enormous
industrial developments like the Philips Factory of incandescent lamps in the
Netherlands, yet at the same time remaining the magician of the modern world,
a late nineteenth-century miracle-worker. People like him contributed to that
expectation of endless possibilities and ever growing wealth and welfare that
seems to have been so predominant during the "Belle Bpoque" at the turn: of the
century. The study of history is not only a matter of facts and structures, but
also of interpretation. Historians like everybody look at past periods through
the spectacles of their own time and cannot escape the ideas and outlook of
their age. So by looking back to 1877 even the most objective historian is apt
first to think of the terrible happenings of our own time before giving his
judgement on the world of those days. During the past hundred years we have
s e en the uninhibited misery of industrial society, its destruction of the former agricultural and early-capitalistic world, the devastating effects of urbanisation, the ruin left after several decades of rapid and ruthless colonial
expansion and modern imperialism, two terrible world wars separated by the rise
of fascism and followed by an endless series of conflicts in many parts of
the world. Seen from our present-day point of view the optimism of the end of
last century was based on nothing but very

matetialisti~

short-sighted, hollow

ideas.
However, an interpretation like tha t is superficial. The second half of the
nin eteenth century was as fertile in new ways of thinking, in the renovation
of ideas, in impressive changes in the arts and sciences as any other rich period of history. It certainly produced more tec hnical innova tions tha n any other age and even those changes in technology which we now connect with the
spo il and waste of nature in the first place, are also ti ed up with a greater
spread of wealth and wel far e than was 80ssib le ever b e fore. One of the smaller

-21and less important inventions of those days was the phonograph, born into a

world of growing massproduction and low prices.
Soon followed by the gramophone, the recording and the reproduction of sound
was spread throu~out the world. On e of its spin-offs is the existence of our
small community of sound archives, not important in terms of funds

and faci-

lities, but rich when it comes to cultural inh eritance. By producing th e Phonograph now nearly hundred years ago Edison amongst other things laid the
foundation-stone of our present-day preservation of sound recordings.

~)

The author keeps out of the old controve rsy as to whether it was Edison or
Char l es Cross (or others !) who invented the Phonograph. Edison succe eded
in making his invention ready for industrial

~roduction

where others failed.

It is th e circumstances of the i nventor himself and the world in which his
invention was rroduced and brought to industrial production which is the
subject of this paper .
The paper was read at the IASA Annual Meeting in Mainz.

THE USE OF THE EARLY TELEPHONE IN PHONETIC ReSEARCH
Dr Peter H. Kylstra, Head of the University Museum of the State University in
Utrecht.
The Beginning
The cradles of the phonograph and the telephone stood side by side in the nursery of the fast expanding nineteenth century

co~unication

media. Both the

elec trical engineer, Thomas Alva Edison, and the professor of vocal physiology
and elocution, Alexander Graham Bell, tried to carry more information along
the congested copper wires of the telegraph lines. This brought the first mentioned to develop the phonograph in 1877. The latter , however, looked in the
first place to a way which could lead his deaf pupils to speak like their
hearing friends. This, together with his harmonic multiple telegraph experiments , ma de him construct the first really working telephone in 1876.
Just as the ear ly phonograph, as described in the April 1977 number of this
bu ll etin , was used for phonetic research, the telephone served th e same
pu rpose after its introduction on the European continent in the autumn of 1877.
The Telephon e in Europe
In his enthusiasm for the telephone, which he had to judge at the Centennial
Exhibitio n in Philadelphia on Sunday 25th of June 1876, Sir William Thomson,
soon to be Lo r d Ke lvin, took two of those instrument s back to Great Britain.
At the annual meeting of the British Assoc iati on in Glasgow in September 1876,
Sir Will iam praised the new l y in vented telephone in his opening address of the

-22section of mathematical physical science over which he p res i d e d. 1)
Th e instruments, however,

f ai led to wo rk. So me odd s c rew pr eve nted t he me m-

br a ne f rom v i b r a ti ng i n uniso n wit h the pres i dent's v oice. I t wo uld take
almost one year before the memb e r s of the British Association became s pee chl e s s wi th surprise by hearing a distant voice throu gh the spea king

tel er~ one.

Th e first long distance c o nversation, howev e r, took p lace far from Southampt o n, where the next meeting of the British Association was held. It ha ppe ned
on the continent far away from the British Isles.
A Call from Drammen
Jens Hopstock, a Norwegian mining engineer, received two telenhones made by
Bell frorn the Norwegian Consul General in New York. One of the two he connected in Drammen to the telegraph line leading to the canital Christiania (later
to be renamed Oslo), where the other telephone was placed. On Tuesday the 14th
of August 1877 the first words were spoken via the telephone in Europe over
such a distance that it must have impressed many pe op le. This distance of
about 18 kilometers convinced even the pessimists that the telephone could
no longer be seen as a toy. After his success in his native country, Jens Hopstock went to Stockholm. A telephone connection between the two capitals failed.

2) On the 21st and the 22nd of August, however, he gave demonstrations to

the Swedes 3) at the same time that Alexander Graham Bell showed his marvellous invention to the members of the British Association in the picture gallery
in Southampton. 4)
Reintroductio n in Great Britain
On the 14th of April 1877 the R.H.S. Abyssinia of the Cunard Line left Liverpool to cross the Atlantic. On board was Mr. W. Preece, the later Sir William
Preec e , Divisional Engineer of the Post Office Telegraphs, accompanied by Mr.
H.C. Fischer, Controller of the Central

Telegra~Office

in St Martin's Ie Grand.

5) On their tour in the United States numerous telegranh comnanies were visited
and their offices and workshops inspected. Preece and Alexand e r Graham Be l l met
twice, first in New York, where they dis c uss e d the telephone while breakfasting
on the 19th of May. On the day before, Preece saw Bell's experiments and he attended a lecture by him two days e arlier. On June 21st, Preece met Be ll for the
second time, in his laboratory at Boston. Bell offered him a set of his telephones which Preece took home to demonstrate the "talking tel e graph" to his
countrymen after having set foot on shore in South a mpton on the 14th of July.
Now great days were to come. The annual mee ting of the British Associati on in
Southampton opened on Wednesday 15th of Au g ust. 6) Two days la te r, on Friday
17th, William Preece read his paper about th e telephon e and demonstrated the
mysterious new medium. Now England had Norway beat e n! Three days after the
first long di s tance t e l e phone conv ersati o n between Dramme n and Christi a nia,
ab o u t 1 8 kil onete rs a p ar t , Preece e nlarged tha t distance to a bout 50 miles
bi co r;: e c t ing t e lephones to th e ends of th e telegr ap h line b e tween Ex ete r

and

Southampton. The attendance was enormous and the lecture room overfilled. It
t UIL0U

out, rlOwever,

t o b e iupossible t o s!,ca k to r::: x e ter. The n oi S 2 o f the

-23indu ced telegraph sig n als was s o great, that not the fainte st sound of a human
voice could by heard. Things went better on the following Saturday. The amazed
audience in the Guildhall followe d a telephone conversation between Southampton and Exeter. For ten minutes all t e legraph traffic o n the parallel lines was
suspended, so that the voices could be clearly heard in the telephones at both
sides of the line. But the greatest day had yet to come.
Some days before the opening of the meeting of the British Association, Alexander Graham Bell and his young wife, Mabel Hubbard, being on their honeymoon
landed in Southampton. 7) They went straight to Bell's native town, Edinburgh,
where he demonstrated his telephone. Here he received an invitation to do the
same for the members of the British Association.
Bell arrived in Southampton on Tuesday 21st, just one week after the first long
d isstance telephone conversation in Norway, and was received on the same day
with enthusiastic applause in the picture gallery. For this special occasion ,
the Guildhall was connected with a telegraph wire to the picture gallery via
the Post Office. So the audience in the picture gallery could hear Bell's
"telephone organ" which was played in the Guildhall.
What the Telephone was
What was all this fuss about? About nothing more or less than Bell's "butterstamp telephone". As can be seen in figure 1, this is a wooden cylinder about
15 cm long with a diameter of about 3 cm, which widens at one side to 7 cm.
Inside, over about the whole len ght , a bar of magnetized steel is placed. The
widened side of the instrument is closed by an iron membrane, placed very near
the end of the magnetic bar, around which a coil of insulated copper wire is
wound.
From England to Germany
After the great event in Southampton, discussions began about the practical use
of the telephone. Pr ee ce saw the shortcomings of the instrument as it was in
those days. In a recommendation to the Post Office he added:
"Although in its p resent form the telephone is not generally applicable, there
are a great many 'i 'nstances where wires are carried ... where the instrument
is perfectly practicable , and it will be certainly very generally demanded by
our (p rivate wire) renters . More than that it will lead to a great accession
o f private business". 8)
Yet it would take about two years before the first public telephone network
was f ounded, with Bernard Shaw as the exploiting company 's "Wayleave f-1anager".
9) This first tel ephone network was constructed in London, not by Bell or his
company, but by that of his great rival Thomas Alva Edison.
In the meantime the normal work of th e t e legraph had to go on. So Mr. Fisch e r,
IIlho a:::~rY'-"nied Preece to the United States, we nt to n e rlin to negotiate with

-24the Postmaster General, Heinrich von Stephan, about the telegraph rates. He
took with him a couple of telephones made by Bell. 10) These instruments were
the same ones as those which Preece received from Bell during his

visi~

to

Boston and which were used at the meeting of the British Association in Southampton. He offered the telephones to Von Stephan, when they met first on
Wednesday 24th of October. On the same day Von Stephan began experiments with
those instruments in the Head Post Office in Berlin.

~he

next day telephone

connections were made between Von Stephan's office and the Head Telegraph
Office. On the 30th of that month, telephone conversations took place between
Berlin and three places in the neighbourhood: Schoneberg over a distance of

G kilometers, Potsdam 26 kilometers away and Brandenburg 61 kilometers from
the capi tal. 11, 12)
On that same day, Werner Von Siemens wrote to his brother Karl in London:
"We are now in a great telephone rush! Stephan received at the same time as
ours a pair of telephones from the Englishman (German-Englishman, who was
sent over here), which unfortunately work better than those made by you and
also better than ours ..... Stephan is completely mad and so are his officers
........ Stephan has the idea to give if possible a telephone to every citizen of Berlin (connected every other one}". 13)
To his other brother, William, in London he writes:
"In Germany, the telephone flush is now in full flower, and I can't get rid
of the spirits we conjured .... "
In this letter, which he wrote on November 19th, Herner goes on:
"It (the telephone) is a real calamity! I set the price too low - 5 Mark a
piece. Yet we earn 50%". 14)
Ten days later, he again tells Karl in another letter:
"We had already to ask for 200 pairs daily and still more orders are coming
in. It will not keep for long". 15) In his letter to the same brother of
December 7th, he had to confess:
"He have arrived already at 700 telephones daily (delivered)". 16)
IJe only can guess where all those telephones went to. Most of them seem to
have gone to people who used the instruments as toys. In Utrecht in the

Nethe~

lands there were already in the first half of December three shops offering
telephones to the public. 17) Also physics laboratories of the universities
and schools bought the telephones. In many attics, they can still be found.
Certainly only a small number out of that enormous

~roduction

went to the

Postmaster General. During this hectic November of explosive telephone production, however, the installation of about 20 telephone stations were ordered by
him, to be used as extensions of the tele g raph network in Germany. 18)
On

S at u~day

the 3rd of that month, the ooening of the te legraph line from Berlin

to Kiel via Hamburg was celebrated.

-25On that occasion Von Stephan allowed telephone experiments to be performed
in which for the first time telephones made by SieMens were used. Scientists
of inportance followed those experiments. Among them were Robert Kirchhoff
and Ernil du Bois Haimond. 19)

That the founder of electro-physiology, Emil du Bois Raimond, was present a t
these experiments could hardly be called a wonder. Because of his profession,
he was interested in the physiology of the

s~ecial

senses. 20) So the telephone

caught his attention from the beginning. Moreover he was a friend of Werner von
SiEmens. 21) Du Bois Raimond thought he would find the proof for Helmholtz's
vowel theory in the telephone. Helmholtz stated that the vowels are determined
by one or two characteristic tones, the pitch of which depends on the tuning
of the throat and oral cavities. These tones are partials of the vocal sound
(or in other words these tones are overtones or harmonics of the fundamental
tone of the vocal sound). Only the pitch of these characteristic tones is of
importance, not their frequency relation to the fundamental tone of the vocal
sound nor their mutual phase relation. 22)
Helmholtz proved his theory by combining the tones of a number of electrically
driven tuning forks with tuned resonators. The amplitude of the tones could be
changed by altering the distance between the resonators and the forks. The
phase could be influenced by a minor variation of the tuning of the resonators.
In this way, Helmholtz was able to simulate the vowels by combining the characteristic tones in their proper amplitude relation.
Altering the mutual phase relation did not influence the timbre of the sound.
23)
In fact this is only an indirect proof of the phase independance of the characteristic tones. It is this part of the Helmholtz theory in particular which
Du Dois Raimond thought he could prove directly by means of the telephone.
In the session of the Berlin Physiological Society of November 30th 1877, Du Bois
Raimond tried to make clear that the phase relation between the partials of the
vowels and other sounds is completely changed by telephonic transmission. 24)
lie stated that the excursions of the telephone membrane cause proportional
changes of the "magnetic potentials" of the r:tembrane and the magnet in the coil.
These variations of the "magnetic 90tential", P, induce an electromotive force
in the coil which is at each moment proportional to the differential quotient

.~~. ':2his means, however, that a sine function is transformed into a cosine
function.
Here lies the proof of Helmho ltz's theory, as Du Bois Raimond stated. The telephone transmits all the partials of a sound in their relative amplitude. The
induction, however, causes

2

phase shift of 90

0

caused by th e transformation of

-26sine functions into cosine functions. This on its turn means that the phase
relations of all partials are completely scrambled. Because all the sounds
heard through the telephone are heard correctly and speech can be understood,
the scrambling of the partials' phases is of no influence on the timbre of the
sounds and the character of the vowels. This means that the theory of Von Helmholtz is valid.
The Telephone and the Electro-Physiology
Du Bois Raimond used the telephone not only to prove the theory of Von Helmholtz.
He studied also the physiological effects of the telephone's induction currents.
These currents were used to stimulate the nerve of the sural muscle of a frog by
bringing it in contact with the wires of the telephone.
Speaking in the telephone, made the muscle contract. Not all the sroken vowels,
however, had the same effect:
"Ruft man ihm zu: Zucke! so zuckt der Schenkel; auf das erste i in: liege Still!
reagirt

er nicht".

(It is like a pun, hard to translate: "Calls one to it: Pull!

so the calf pulls, on the e in: Keep silent! it does'nt react".)
Du Dois Raimond, his Contemporaries and the Telephone
In the same period that Du Bois Raimond occupied himself with the telephone,
three other physiologists did the same. They were: Friedrich Leopold Goltz,
~ranciscus

Cornelis Donders and Ludimar Hermann.

Goltz also made the frog's muscles contract by speaking into the telephone. He
found that uttering different numbers caused various effects. After having interposed a pair of induction coils in the circuit between the telephone and the nerve, he discovered that nerves can also be stimulated by induced telephone currents. 25)
Donders made a careful study on the fidelity of the vocal sound transmission by
telephone. Moreover he measured the excursions of the membrane in the transmitting instrument.
He was unable to do the same with the membrane of the receiving telephone.
He gave a lecture on the subject for the members of the Royal Dutch Academy of
Sciences on the session of Saturday, December 29th 1877. He stated that the
telephone transmits: 1) The vibration which determines the special timbre of
the vowels. 2) The transient change of this vibration caused by an explosive
consonffit following or preceding a vowel. 3) Short interruptions in the sound.
4) Various very compound noises. Donders doubted if the individual timbre also could be recognized. If one does recognize

the persons speaking than he

thinks this is caused by the particular pronounciation, the pitch of the voice,
the way of speaking, the rhythm and the particular and familiar noises.
The amplitude of the vibrating telephone membrane Donders measured with the

help of a microscope. As said above, this was only possible with the trans-

-27mitting instruoe nt. Ev en a magnification of 400 times was not enough to see
th e vibrations of th e recei v ing telephone's membrane.
to make
Awa re of Du Bois Ra imo nd's work, Donders could not forbear th e muscles of the
fr og , t h e p hysi o logists gr e a test friend, contract by speakin g in the telephone.
This brought him to the fantastic plan, to make a telephone bell with the help
o f th e frog's legs. At that time no telephone bell existed. So it was impossible to call someone on the telephone who was removed more than a few yards
f rom his instrument. Donders suggested to the members of the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences (and nobody knows if he pulled their legs)

laying the tele-

phone wires over the sciatic nerve of a frog and connecting the tendon of the
sural muscle with the clapper's catch of an alarm clock. So if one speaks into
th e telephone at the far end of the line, the muscle will contract and the
alarm will go off. If handled carefully, Donders said, only one frog a day is
ne e ded.
Bosscha, teacher at the Royal Academy of Civil Engineering in Delft stated on
the same occasion that the amplitude of the receiving telephone's membrane
measures:"

.... less than half a millionth of one millimetre, less than one

thousandth of t he wavelenght of the yellow light". 26)
The Teacher Assailed
OnE of the most important contributions in the field of the transmission of
vocal sounds by the telephone came from Ludimar Hermann of Zurich, one of Du
Bois Raimond's scholars. He became well known for his studies and publications on phonetics. It was he who gave in the nineties the name of "Formants"
to the characteristic tones of the vowels.
Like his teacher and Goltz, he stimulated nerves and muscles with the currents
of the telephone. He even

tried, although without success, to make the action

currents of the muscles audible through the telephone.
Hermann could not agree with Du Bois Raimond on his proof of Helmholtz's theory.
In his first paper 27) he writes that he was inspired by Du Bois Raimond to
bu y a set of telephones, which he demonstrated to Luchsinger on Friday December 7th, the day he received them. In his article he states:
"The importance of the telephone for the physiology of soeech, stressed by
Du Dois Raimond, was a motive for me to acquire the instrument for the physiological collection. I believe, however, that in Du Bois Raimond's significant
deduction that the telephone offers a nev! proof for Helmholtz's theory that
the timbre is not changed by a phase shift of the partials, an essential fact
is not taken into account" .
Which fact could the teacher have omitted, that the apprentice was so proud
to have discovered? This becomes clear from the rest of his paper. If, states
He rmann, the acoustic vibration is changed from a sine function into a cosine
function by differentiation caused by induction, this is not the only thing
which happens.

-280
Du Bois Raimond forgot that, apart from a phase shift of 90

,

the amplitu-

de of all partials of a complex sound is affected by that differentiation:
......

~so

the partials must be reproduced stronger, the higher their number;

this, however, is certainly not the case, which is demonstrated by the unchanged timbre". Hermann stressed:

"If there is a rJhase shift, then the am-

plitude relation of the partials and by that the timbre must be changed
too" .
Obviously Hermann did'nt doubt Helmholtz's thesis that the timbre is determined by the amplitude relation and the frequency of the partials or overtones of a sound, nor did he doubt Du Bois Raimond's thesis that the sound
vibrations are differentiated when induction transforms them into electric
currents:
"As it can hardly be doubted that the induction in A (the transmitting tel ephone) happens to follow the law ~~, the overlooked circumstance must be
looked for in B (the receiving telephone)".
So the only solution to the problem Hermann sees, is that the phase shift and
the change of amplitude of the overtones caused by the inductive differentiation in the transmitting instrument are cancelled by some integrating property of the receiving telephone.
With this Hermann undermined the bases of his teacher's proof of Helmholtz's
theory.
The Transformer in the Telephone Line
To give his arguments a sounder base, Hermann tried to introduce more inductive elements in his telephone circuit than that of the transmitting telephone alone. He did so, because Goltz showed that the telephone currents
could be induced from the primary coil of

~inductor

for physiological pur-

poses into the secundary one. If induction causes differentiation of the vibrations, Hermann thought, then the amplitude relations between the partials
must become more disturbed, the more inductive elements are interposed in
the circuit between the two telephones.
In his second publication on this subject 28) he describes how interposing
one set of induction coils in the circuit (a transformer as we would say today) did not influence the timbre of the vocal sounds. This encouraged him
to study the effect of using more than one set of coils. He even went so far
as to connect his two telephones via 4 sets of coils. Every time that induction takes place, Hermann numbers the induced current. So the induced curr ent in the transmitting telephone is called a current of the first order,
the first inductive coupling generates currents of the second order etc.
He formulated the results of his experiments as follows:
;'But one can use, without disturbing the transmission, instead of second o r-

dcr C0rr ent s , also ~hose of the third,
serts a se c ond,

ly

~ ossj bl e

VOlce

-29fourth find fifth order, if one in-

third and fourth pair of coi l s .

aft e l

Reading aloud to me was ful-

inserting two inductors; with three dnd four of the~, the

at least could be recogni z ed and well known contents

a Isc be

(numbers) oould

under~;tood".

After these experiments Hermann began to doubt the validity of Ou Bois
Raimonds thesis - he oalled it a law -, that the signal is differentiated
in the transmitting telephone.
"I said earlier,

the trut.h of that law,

"can hardly be doubted". But the

new facts, oommunicated here, show that with the inductions in question
the alleged law is not at all applicable. For every subsequent induction
should not only cause a new change between sine- and cosine functions, but
also change the intensity relations between the partials, which means the
timbre, still more".
Whilst it is true that Hermann puts the views of Du Bois Raimond completely aside in his final conclusion, in the first line he also shows s6me
cautious doubt of Helmholtz's authority:
"Obviously therefore, if it is really established that the timbre is an absolutely true expression of the amplitude relations of the overtones, no differentiation can exist in the telephonic transmission, and the law that
the induced force is proportional to the first differential quotient of the
variable to the time, is for whatever reason not applicable to the induction of oscillatory intensity- or potential changes".
The
Proof
--In his fourth paper on the telephone 29)

(the third deals with his electro-

physiological experiments with that instrument) Hermann shows himself not
to be completely happy with the final conclusion of his second article.
Again he begins a new series of experiments to shed light on this difficult problem.
In the beginning of his paper, doubt can again be heard. If speech stays
intelligible, even after four pairs of induction coils have been inserted
between the two telephones, this only can mean that either Von Helmholtz
or Ou Bois Raimond is wrong:
"so either the timbre is anything but a true expression of the amplitude
relations of the patials, or the mentioned law of induction is not applicable to oscillatory inducing events".
With the use of Auerbach's newest data about the relative amplitude of
the vowel's partials, Hermann calculates the change of these amplitudes after a fivefold differentiation.
This leads to such a predominance of the higher partials, that there is
nothing left of the original relations:
" ..... it is absolutely unthinkable, that if the timbre is a real expres-

-30sion of these relations and yet if it has anything at all to do with these
relations, and the applied law of induction is really valid, that a vocal
sound can be recognized after a fivefold induction".
For the umpteenth time, Hermann began a new series of experiments. He placed
his two telephones in different rooms and connected them via four pairs of
induction coils. He determined the percentage of correctly understood words
heard by his subjects. Of the numbers, spoken through the telephone, 65%
were correctly understood while 55% of the single vowels were recognized.
This brought him to the conclusion:
"If after a fivefold induction the vowels are recognized so very well, the
existing theory of the timbre cannot possibly be valid, or not every induction causes a differentiation; for the amplitude relations of the partials
according to that theory are, as the above mentioned numbers

(the amplitu-

de relations after a fivefold differentiation as calculated by Hermann)
show, so enormously, so incomparably different from the original ones, that
there could be no question of any recognition".
Yet Hermann keeps vaccillating between the authority of Von Helmholtz and
that of his teacher Du Bois Raimond. Small wonder since the influence of
both in scientific circles was very great in his day. Personal and scientific controverses with Du Bois Raimond perhaps motivated him to attack his
former teacher so fiercely.

30)

To get on still firmer ground, Hermann compared the quality of sound transmission by a normal telephone circuit with that of two telephones interposed by four pairs of induction coils. The results of those experiments
are best reported by the words of Hermann himself:
"To provide myself with the greatest certitude in this aspect, I performed
the same experiments as before, but without the inserted inductive coils,
thus with a usual telephone circuit. I was, however, highly surprised to
hear the isolated vowels hardly clearer than before. They are indeed louder,
but the number of errors is about as large".
The inductive couplings appeared to Hermann to have a very slight influence on the timbre of the vowels:
so it is still more certainly established, that the induction cannot
to any extent have to do with any changing effect on the timbre".
The Final Proof
After all these experiments, Hermann is still not completely certain about
the qu e stion whether induction causes a phase shift or not. He seems, however, at last to have found the final proof:
"A t last I have succeeded in 8aking a decision about the question, whether
the alleged phase shift by induction exists, in such a way that on the telephone I let interfere the oscillating currents with those induced by them " .

-31For t h is l a s t s e ri es of experime nts, Hermann did no t use t h e human voice
a s sourc e o f the t e lepho ne cu r rents. He induced them directly by a magnet i z ed tuningfork i n t o an induct i on coil.
As can be seen in figure 2, the induced currents could be conducted to th e
pr imary coil of an inductor either directly or in series with the telephone.
Th e telepho ne in its turn could also be connected to the secondary coil of
t he inductor vi a a n o rmal switch and a pole reversing one.
I~

this wa y it b e comes possible to listen either to a tone, caused by the

c u r rents in the primary circuit, o r b y those generated by the secondary
c urrents. By c o nn e cting the telephone to both circuits the primary as well
a s the secondary currents work together. In the latter case, the phase of
the secondary currents can be reversed by the pole reversing switch.
So Hermann could demonstrate an eventual change of a sine vibration into a
cosine vibration caused by induction:
"Takes a change of a sine function into a cosine function or the contrary
place by induction in R, thus a phase shift of
(the inducing ones)

~

period, so the currents A

and B (the induced ones), as soon as they work simulta-

neously on the telephone, have under all conditions to reinforce each other,
what ever their relation in polarity is. For if two isarhvthmic
oscillations interfere with a phase difference of

~

pendulous

period and their ampli-

tuaes are A and B, one isarhythmic oscillation results with an amolitude

W

+

B2 "

-

The experiments, however, showed something else. The primary currents A,
caused a strong tone in the telephone, the same applied, although slightly
softer, to the currents of the secondary circuit. A combination of these
two currents caused either an attenuation or an amplification of the tone,
depending on the position of the pole reversing switch. In the first case
the tone almost vanished, while in the latter one the tone was heard about
twice as loud. Th is made Hermann conclude:
"Obviously one hears intensities, which correspondent with the values A - B,
r e spectively A + B. This experiment shows in the most striking
the phases of the currents A and B differ by no means

~

way, that

period, but coin-

cide exactly".
After some discussion about the attenuating effect of a single induction
c o il, inserted in series with the telephone circuit, Hermann comes to his
final conclusion:
"For our capital question is established, that the membranes of both telephones move exactly parallel to each other, synchronous and following the
same laws in r e gard to the composition of the vibration".
In other words, He rmann was convinced that Du Bois Raimond did not prove
any thing abou t the the o ry of Von Helmholtz.

-32-

Retrospection

Just as the phonograph was used 1n the first few months of its existence to
study the validity of Helmholtz's theory, the same was done with the telephone in the first half year after its introduction on the European continent. In our day it is hard to sense the problems of the physiologists with
the induction phenomena in the newly invented telephone.
Yet it must be realized that the only inductors known to them in their day
were the rotating magneto-electric inductor, the sleigh of Ou Bois Raimond
with a sliding secondary coil and the inductor of Rhumkorff. The latter two
were constructed of two induction coils, wound around a soft iron core.
Switching in or out a direct current through the primary coil, caused a very
short current in the secondary circuit. So only the changes of the primary
current had aneffect in the secondary coil. Also only the changes of the magnetic field, caused by moving a magnet generate currents in the nearby coil.
So it is no wonder that the physiologists were impressed by the differentiating effect of induction. Moreover they had only a very faint knowledge about alternatinq current. The qreat era of the alternating current technic
was to begin about a decade later.
Yet some months later Weber 31) and also Von Helmholtz 32) showed that Ou
Bois

Rai~ond

and Hermann overlooked in their discussions the relation be-

tween the self induction and the total resistance of the circuit. These
two important properties determine the amount of phaseshift and the amplitude of the partial tones of the sound transmitted by telephone. Even although
the capacities in the circuit were not considered in this aspect in those
early days, the ideas originating from the experiments of Hermann, Ou Bois
Raimond, Helmholtz and so many other scientists of their day form the base
of modern telephone transmission and the technology of electric filters.
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cataloguing and the computer
DANMARKS RADIO COMPUTERIZES INDEX FILE
The Editor received the following communication from Mrs. Bibi Kjaer, Danmarks Radio, Copenhagen.
8 Million Index Cards From The Record Library Now To Be Transferred To Computer
System

More than 8 million index cards serve as the record library's daily tool when
the programme departments require service. Andtoday the supply of records is
so great that the index files grow by about 9.000 cards every week. Now the
first step has been taken towards rendering index cards totally superfluous.
A close cooperation between the staff of the record library and the computer
service will lead to the transfer of the entire index file to computer system
in the coming years. The well-known index cards will then have been completely
replaced by display units. Most of us know index files from everyday life, for
instance from libraries where trays with cards - arranged according to certain
system - give the borrower the opportunity to find an author, a title or a
certain subject and subsequently refer him to where the book in question is
placed. For several years DR's record library has had a similar index file of
records. Thus, anyone wishing to find a record with "The Moonlight Sonata" does
not have to search at random among the 350.000 records in the record library.
He will consult the index file and get the information about the library number
of the record in question - an internal number, which among other things, indicates where the record is placed. If one is interested, not in the title, but
in a record with a certain artist, composer or author, it is possible in the
same manner to look up the record in question by means of one of these names
as a search key, and as before get a reference to where the record is placed.
The various search possibilities have been arrived at through an actual division into several sectional files - one for each search entry (artist, composer,
author etc.). The title file has the cards arranged in alphabetical order according to titles, the artist file according to artist names and the composer
file according to composer names.
Yearly Increase of 450.000 Cards
And everything works fine. Then what is the use of a computer system? The real
explanation lies in three facts.
1. The number of records supplied to the library is constantly increasing and
works out at 125 different records every week (about 450 records including extra ones) .

- 37As e ach re co r d hold s a bo ut 12 ti t le s on an average and as each title require s
about 6 new cards , the actual sup p l y o f cards for the wh o l e library is about
9 . 000 , o r in other words an in crease of about 450.000 cards per year - at an
inc reas ing t e nd ency . This dev e lo pment makes it more and more time-consuming to
pr o duce cards and put them in place. Generally speakin g , the index file becomes
s l ower to work with, and furthe rmore requires space that can hardly be provided.
2 . Danmarks Radio is also in creasi ng ly using the records of t he librar y . It
co nc e rns abou t 100.000 wholly or par t l y p layed titles pe r year (based on a coun t i ng fo r 14 days in Ma y 197 6) . Thus , it will b e of grea t impo rtance if the pos sibilities of searching ca n be improve d an d if, for i n stance, the data of the
index file can be used in th e administrative systems in conne ction whi ch lending, sending and r eport ing to KODA and GRAMEX (the organizations that are in
cha rge of composer and artist rights) .
3. Danmarks Radio - and thus th e users of the library - are today geographicall y spread allover the countr y . A system that brings the index file data right
to th e individual us er will t he r efo r e mean increased serv ice and greater utility. However, the building up of a computer system that meets the demands as
explained takes a long time, and the transfer of the present index file data
to the computer system will take even longer. A long transfer period will thus
h ave to be reckoned with, during which - in the interests of the users - it will
be necessary to maintain and bring the manual index file up to date simultaneously with the building up of the new system.
Automatic Writing Out Of Index Cards
The first stage of the system, the cataloguing, is now operating and it means
that record information to-day is entered by keyboard to display units in the
record library. On these display units a uniform cataloguing is secured through
f ixed formats and guide texts. The data entered by keyboard are coll e cted in
the library's computer system and about once a week the data are transmitted to
Danmarks Radio's central computer system in the TV-City where they are collected on magnetic t ape . When the new computer system is ready, data that can immediate ly be fed into the system have already been made available in this manner.
As a by-product the computer system writes out index cards of the same format
as those that are man u a lly produced. These cards have been sorted in th e ord er
that corresponds t o the sectional index file where they are to be put, thus
facilitating the work of putting them in order.
This has resulted in the following:
The cataloguing has done away with a great deal of the manual handling in the
production and sorting of cards. Records are or will be computer register ed as
from January 1, 1977. The computerized registration o f records from before 1977
can operate parall e l with new regis t rations provided that the necessary personn e l is availabl e . Se veral sets of cards can be produced without any manua l interference so that one of the districts of the provincial depa rtment, for instance, may have local files of own records.

-38It stands to reason that this does not solve all problems, and consequently
there are also several stages in the development plan of the library.
However, other and smaller files will perhaps for still some time to come be
well served by a solution of this type - and yet not become more and more
dependent on a manual solution, as will appear from the foregoing, but on the
other hand be ready in the date field when a further development is wanted.
And All Of A Sudden The Files Are Altogether Superfluous
The second stage of the computer development of the library has not yet begun,
but briefly told it will consist in the building up of a system for the searching of records that satisfy a certain quality or combination of qualities.
Thus if one wants, for instance, "S¢ren Bramfris

l~

rkesang" with Hans Kurt,

both of these search keys are transferred to the display unit, and the system
will reply with the record or records that satisfy both search keys. When the
registration of the "old-fashioned" index cards has progressed suffiCiently
far, a gradual stepping down of the files can begin and production of cards
can cease. As a last stage of the development that has been planned so far,
various administrative systems will be built up that utilize the data stored
in the computer files. Thus a programme staff will be able to search a number
of records for a broadcast via display unit. On the screen he will be able to
change the order of the records, supplement with information, and finally have
a list written out as support during the broadcast. The same data could form
part of the Koda/Gramex report without any manual handling to speak of, and
finally have a list of automatic updating of current statistics written out for instance when certain records were played. The experiences of the data service relating to reorganizing a big manual filing system into a computerized
information system are still limited to the first and relatively modest phase
of registration. However, in the opinion of the data service the principles in
the solution of the first stage of the record library can be applied in the
case of several other filing systems, perhaps as a more permanent solution or
perhaps - as was the case with the record library - as an intermediate station
of the development.
Example
10 Index Cards - One Record Number.
The DRopen (house organ) has picked out a single record number from the library
after it has been transferred to the computer system. It is "Kitty come home"
with the singer Kate McGarrigle, who is registered on no less than 10 index
cards - although a few of them also cover the other numbers in the record album.
This individual number has the following entries:
K 56356 Warner Bros

(the record company - the card is common to all numbers).

- 39 Da n ce r with bruised k ne e s

(the title o f the record album - cowmon card for

!' i

home

(the titl e of the number itself).

33

(the library's internal number. The S stands for

all numb e rs).
t ~~.?me

_o51 5_6~ 5-S-

stereo and 33 for the record size).
F o lk

(indicates the genre of music -

this comprises all

that the library has to offer in this genre arranged alphabetically according to the author).
McGarrigle, Kate & Anna

(noms-de-guerre for song and instrument, respecti-

McGarrigle, Kate

(once more as an artist - as she also plays the

t1cGarrigle, Anna

(here she performs as singer, pianist and flute

McGarrigle, Anna

(she is also the author).

t1cGarrigle, Anna

(once more - as she has also composed the music) .

vely) .
organ in this number) .
player) .

TONDOKUMENTE Hi SCHALLARCHIV DES NORDDEUTSCHEtl RUNDFUNKS
Sound Documents in the Sound Archive of the NDR, Hamburg
In 1975 four volumes of catalogues relating to the documents in the sound
archives of the Noth-German Broadcasting Corporation NDR in Hamburg were completed. Three of these have been announced in the

Phonograph~c

Bulletin No. 16,

December 1976, p. 31. The fourth volume has the following contents:
sound documents from 1950 and 1951.
Volume V has been published in April 1977. It has the following contents:
sound documents from 1952 and 1953.
Each entry consists of the date and place of recording, the subject, a short
summary, the name and function of the speaker(s), the duration and the number
of t h e recording.
Both volumes contain an index of names and a title and subject index.
There are altogether some 700 entries in both volumes.
Like most other radio sound archives the collection of the NDR is not open
to the public and the catalogues are there to serve the staff of the NDR.
However, Dietrich Lotichius, Head of NDR Sound Archives, is r e ady to lend copies of the catalogues to interested researchers and to supply further information.
Rolf Schuursma.
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oral history
7he Editor received the follo.ving camnmications fnn r"rs. Willa Baum, Department Head of
the Regional Oral History Office, University of California at Berkeley.
Oral History Projects

The Regional Oral History Office of The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, tape records and produces typed, indexed transcripts of the recollections of persons
who have contributed significantly to the development of California and the Western United
States. Transcripts of the interviews may be purchased by manuscript libraries. The tapes
can be listened to in The Bancroft Library; copies of the tapes are not generally available but can be obtained by special permission for specific purposes such as radio broadcasts, educational uses, or for dOC1.IDlentary fim1 sound tracks.
In the last year ROHO has completed five nEjor projects of several years duration each.
They are:
Earl Harren Era in California (1926-1953) - 146 interviews in 53 bound vol1.lIres.
California v'ine Industry History - 27 interviews in 21 volurres.
Books and Printing in the San Francisco Bay Area - 24 interviews in 24 vol1.lIres.

VOilan Suffragists Series - 11 interviews in 7 volumes.

New infonnation on the social and rolitical changes of a state in the throes of a der::ression, then a war, then a rostwar lxx::rn, are documented in 146 tape-recorded interviews on
the life and tines of Chief Justice Earl Warren. Focusing on the years 1925-53, persons
prominent in the arenas of politics, governmental administration, and criminal lustice talk
al::Dut their experiences durinq the Harren Era in California.
The interviews are bound in 53 vol1.lIres.
Indexed copies nay be purchased at cost by libraries for derosit in noncirculating collections for scholarly research. For further information, contact the Regional Oral History
Office, 486 The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley 94720, USA.

The Editor received the follo.ving communication from Mr . L§o LaClare, Public Archives of
Canada, Ottawa.
Recording Techniques for Oral Hist ory Interviews
The Sound Archives of the Public Archives of Canada has produced a demonstra t ion tape on
the techniques of recording oral history i nterviews. The tape, which runs for 17 minutes,

-41offers a basic introduction to oral histOl'Y interviewing and illustrates sane ccmron technlca l problems e ncountered. This tape was auditioned at the workshop of the Oral History
Associa tion held in Ottawa during September, 1976, and is now available free of charge fran
the Public Archives of Canada. A French-language version is also available. Persons requesting a copy of this tape should send the appropriate aI'1Ou.f1t of blank tape (1.5 mil open reel
tape or 30 minutes per side cassette) to the Sound Archives Section, Public Archives of
Canada, 395

\'~ellington

Street, Ottawa, KIA ON3, Canada.

Les techniques d' enregistrement pour les interviews d' historie orale
Le Service des archives sonores, Archives publigues du Canada, a recemment realise un do-

cUI:\entaire sur bande rragnetique de.r.ontrant les techniCJlles d' enregistrement d' interviews
d'histoire orale.

La

bande, d'une duree de 20 minutes, nous introduit cette discipline tout

en illustrant certains problems techniques (IUi s'y rattachent. Diffuse lors d'un atelier sur
l'histoire orale qui eut lieu

a

Ottawa en septembre 1976, ce documentaire est rnaintenant

ponible sans frais, en anglais ou en

fran~ais,

dis~

des Archives publiques du Canada . Quicongue

desire obtenir une copie de cette bande devra faire parvenir sa demande ainsi gu'une guantite suffisante de ruban vierge (une bobine de ruban d'un epaisseur de 1.5 mil ou une cassette
de 30 minutes par cote) au Service des archives sonores, Archives publiCJlles du Canada, 39S
Wellington, Ottawa, KIA ON3, Canada.
SOUND RECORDS CATALCGUES OF THE IMPERIAL WAR !1USID1, LONOON

Title

Price

Pages

The Anti-War Hovernent 1914-1918

SOp

31

I1ilitary and Naval Aviation 1914-1918

7Sp

38

'iVestern Front 1914-1918

7Sp

38

Laver Deck RN 1910-1922

7Sp

36

h'ar Hork 1914-1918
BBC Sound Archives : World War 1939-1945

7Sp

36

£3.90p

386

PLEASE ADD FOR POSTAGE AND PACKING:
On orders up to lSp
fran

over

12p (24[1 for overseas orders)

16p to 2Sp

lSp (30p

26p to SOp
SIp to £1.00

2Sp (SOp
35p (70p

£1.00 to £2.00

SOp (£1.10"

£2.00

7Sp (£1. SO"

f1E:I'HODS OF PAYMENT
1. Payment r.1Ust be rrade, in advance, by cheque or postal order payable to the Imperial
Har Huseum.
2. Payment from overseas must be in sterling currency (either international money order or
cheque drawn on a London bank) .
3. Please send your order and remittance to Sales Section, Imperial War Museum, Lambeth
Road, LONDON SEI 6HZ.
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iasa technical committee
STANDP.RD FOR TAPE EXCHANGE BETWEEN SOUND ARCHIVES
The exchange of tapes between archives often causes organisational and technical problems. There are many practices of processing tapes amongst sound
archives and even more different ways of providing tapes for other archives.
While the ideal, from the technical point of view, would be to receive a tape
that can be put on the shelves without further treatment, different archival
standards and practices have not always made this possible. To obtain specific formats and standards additional correspondence often was necessary.
For example, archives tended to send half-track recordings (sometimes on LP
tapes) to save money for materials and postage. This made it necessary to
dub the recording a second time for archival purposes, thus further deteriorating the original fidelity.
Obviously this latter practice turns out to be the most expensive one in the
long run.
Pursuing an idea of its member Robert D. Carneal, IASA's Technical Committee
therefore undertook a survey of archival practices of some US and European
sound archives and proposed a draft standard on tape exchange at the Bergen
Conference in August 1976 (Dietrich Schuller, Towards a Standard for Exchange
Tapes between Research Sound Archives, Phon. Bull. 16/1976). Some comments
were received during the year and at its meeting at the Mainz Conference the
Technical
archives.

Con~ittee

agreed on a standard for tape exchange between sound

In compiling the standard the idea was:
1) to produce tapes that can be archived without further dubbing
2) to produce tapes that should be compatible with the individual archival practice of the receiving archives
3) to give recommendations for archival practices to smaller, or new,
archives
4) to expedite ordering and dispatch of tapes, as no further specification
would be required other than that the tapes be prepared according to
IASA Tape Exchange Standard.
The Technical Committee is aware that amongst radio archives standards already exist. It was felt, however, that these standards would not necessarily meet the requirements of maximum precautions for long-term storage, while
on the other hand the differences between European and American archives had
to be considered.
This standard is a

reco~~endation

only. An archive may, of course, ask for

tapes with different technical data and some archives may not yet be able
to provide tapes according to this standard. But any other practice will
caus e extra correspondence, delay, redubbing etc and thus in the long run
make for greater difficulties.
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Genera~: Straigh t

dubbing of the original signal shall be standard. If for

any reason filtering has be e n done, exact details have to be given.
Tape:
1 . 5mil (52pm) sta ndard play (SP)

tape, polyester base, low print.

SFlice free, no leader tapes.
AFprox 10 metres or 1 minute (at 7.Sips, 19cm/sec) blank tape at beginning
and end of tape.
Tape position "tails out"

(wound on the take up reel)

Comments: The definition of standard play tape with low print characteristics is beyond the scope of present discussion. rASA's Technical
Committee does not recommend specific products, but will, however,
undertake a comparative test between tapes that are normally recommended
by manufacturers and archives for long term storage. It is hoped to
publish the result of these tests at rASA's Annual Conference 1978 in
Lisbon. Splice free tapes without leaders have been specially requested
by American archives. Since approx 10 metres at the beginning and end
of each tape are to be left blank each receiving archive may add leaders
according to its own practice. Tails out (storage of the tape on the right
hand take up reel) is in many respects advantageous. Tare tension normally
is weaker in the play mode and the tape - especially

sh~ny-backed

tapes -

do not show displaced turns ("leafy winds").
Furthermore storing this way forces the user to rewind tapes immediately
prior to replay thus reducing the print through in the process of getting
the tape in the proper position for listening or copying.
Reels:
7"

(18cm) plastic reels or 10.5"

(26.5cm) plastic or metal reels for longer

programmes.
COmTt1ents: Reels less than 7"

(18cm) have correspondingly small hubs that

may cause undesirable increase of torque and consequently tape tension.
The majority of reels have slots in their hubs that may cause unwanted
deformations in the tape layers close to the hub. TheLefore, when available, slotless hubs are to be preferred. Metal reels are liable to irreversible deformation as a result of being

dro~ped

or knocked. Despite

satisfactory experience of sending tapes on open hubs among continental
European radio stations, this practice should be avoided in intercontinental exchange.
Container and Shipment:
Low acid cardboard, reel in polythene
Co~~ents:

(Poly~thylen)

bags.

The use of commercial plastic containers was rejected since

they may acquire electrostatic charges, thus attracting dust. Cardboard
containers furthermore are shock absorbing. For maximum dust projection
only polythene (Poly~thylen) bags should be used. Metal reels and open
hubs need better shock protection than plastic reels. For minimum shipp ing time and comparatively careful handling, air-mail is to be preferred,

-44especially for intercontinental exchange.
Speed:
7.5ips (19.05cm/sec) or 15ips (38.1cm/sec).
Cocrments: While in most cases 7.5ips will be
be considered for ultinate quality.
3 3/4ips (9.5cm/sec) is not reconnended. The

satisfactory, lSips should
re~uesting

archive should

specify the speed wanted if other than 7.5ips .
Ecualisation:
NAB or CCIR (IEC).
Cocrments: Most archives can only produce recordings with optimal quality
in one equalisation standard. Thus it is more practical to produce exchange tapes with the equalisation normally employed and for the receiving
archive to align (or switch over) one machine to the other standard to
be able to play back foreign tapes.
Track Formats:
Mono: full-track.
Stereo: 1.91nm (NAB) or 2.75mm (CCIR) half-track-stereo.
Comments: While there will be no problems for archives employing the NAB
standard in handling CCIR stereo tapes, it is desirable for European archives to have one machine with NAB standard heads to avoid additional
tape hiss.
Reference Signals:
As a level reference a 1kHz sine-wave signal of 10 secs duration shall be set
to 3VU below actual peak level of recordinss in the case of monitoring with
VU neters, or to 10dS Lelow actual peak level in the case of monitoring with
Peak Programme Meters

(PP~1s).

After 10 secs of blank tape a 10kHz sine wave

signal of 30 secs duration at the lkEz reference signal level shall be recorded. Further reference tones (see noise reduction

s~'stems)

or the first

item of programme shall start after 10 secs of blank tane.
Corlunents: A level reference signal indicating the actual neak level :Jf
the recording will indicate the actual maximum flux of the recording.
No minimum or maximum fluxes are specified since "high output" tapes are
not used for archival purposes.

~hus

the peak magnetization of exchange

(and archival) tapes normally will be between 320 and 640pWb/mrn track
width. The 10kHz signal allows adjustment of azimuth setting.
Noise Reduction Systems:
To be offered by the sending archive only for tapes that were originally recorded with noise reduction systems. Reference tones(e.g. Dolby reference level) shall follow the azimuth tone after an interval of 10 seconds.
Identification:
Short identification written on tape, reel and container shall contain: name
of sending archive, list of contents, number of tape reel

if necessary.

Separation of single items with 40 to 70Hz sine-wave signal of 5 secs duration

-45spaced 5 to 10 sees from the ite~s to be separated at same level as the
1kHz reference level. Cumulative time index starting with 0.00 minutes at
beginning of 1kHz reference level.
Comments: The frequency range of 40 to 70Hz for the separation signal
has been agreed to accommodate already existing practices at: the low
end (40Hz), which is high enough to be heard when played back in normal
speed.
The upper limit (70Hz) was chosen to keep the signals comparatively low
when l:lonitored in the fast running mode. Thus, by counting the "peeps"
durin~

fast winding, the required item can easily be found even on

machines without linear time counters. The snace between separation signal and programme itens was chosen to enable the receiving archives to
cut leader tapes in between if required.
Users' Information:
Full technical data of original recording and all copying processes shall be
given (see Appendix B) .
Appendix A
Schematic Display of Signal and Programme Arrangements on Exchange Tapes:
beginning of tape
blank tape

10 metres (-60 sees at 7.5ips)

1kHz reference level

*

10 sees

starting pOint for the cumulative time index

blank tape
10kHz azimuth tone

10 sees

*

blank tape

30 sees
10 sees

(Dolby reference tone

10 sees)

(blank tape

10 sees)

first item

x sees

blank tape

5-10 sees

separation signal
blank tape

5-10 sees

second item

5 sees
x sees

et cetera
last item
blank tape

x sees
10 metres

(~60

secs at 7.Sips)

with written short identification
spaced 1 meter from end of tape

*

both levels -3VU or -lOdB re to actual peak level of recording.

APPENDIX B
This Tape Exchange Information Sheet may be copied by
rASA-member archives. If cut along the edges it will
fit into a box for 7" reels.
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TAPE EXCHANGE INFORMATION SHEET

1

From

To

t-S-h-o-r-t--l-.d-e-n-t-l-.f-l-.c-a-It-l-.o-n-----------------------L_________
, ________________________________--I
Tape No.

Item No. and (total) duration

1

Tape

Speed

'0
Q)

•.4
.-I

0.

ono
tereo
NAB
Stereo ccrn

~

Replay equipment

Contents

R

Equalisation
NAB
CCIR

Noise red.

Piltering

vu

Recording equipment

0.
;:5

PPM

en

>0
0.
0
0

tu;

al

+>

al

'0

cd

U
. .4
~

.c
()
OJ

E-<

I

Tape

Speed

.~

~

0

OJ

Mono

~tereo NAB

~ Equalisation

Filterin,!!

r--1

~icrophones

Recording machine

Noise red.

NAB-H
CCIR

~tereo CCIR

'0
()

.-I

Date and additional remarks

Date and

additior~l

remarks

>-<
.-I

til
10:

..4

.~

33

~

0

45
Tape

:>,
0.
0
U

-

78

other

I

_
Label
Vinyl
--- Shellac ___ No.
Other
Matrix No.

Speed

Replay equipment

I

Mono
Stereo NAB
Stereo CCIR

~

Equalisation

R

Equalisation
NAB
CCIR

Noise red.

Recording equipment

vu
PPM

.-I

cd

:>

. .4

.c
()

Fil tering

Date and additional remarks

>-<

-<
Description

Cumulative time index

-
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